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 In cloud computing, sharing of resources is supported using heavy weighted 

traditional virtualization techniques. Such techniques involve hypervisors to 

emulate hardware for creating virtual machines. The inclusion of an 

additional layer of hypervisor over host operating system depreciates the 

performance of the virtual machine. Recent evolution is a lightweight 

alternative to the virtual machine called containers which have gained 

popularity among developers and administrators. Container Based 

virtualization has proven very efficient regarding performance, and many 

industries are now migrating their virtualized environment to run on Linux 

containers. Containers use host operating systems kernel and isolate each 

container by encapsulating them with their required services and packages. 

Linux kernel is very beneficial in implementing containers, which is the 

reason for the existence of Linux containers. Linux containers utilize less 

storage space and consume optimal computational power, giving a hike in 

performance. Having them integrated into the cloud surely benefits consumer 

and cloud provider. Many projects have extended their support in 

incorporating containers in the cloud. In this paper, we will discuss various 

Linux containers and their management tools along with cloud computing 

software, OpenStack, including projects undertaken by OpenStack for 

integrating containers in the cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Virtualization technique is used to virtualize native hardware for running guest operating system 

known as virtual machine. Virtualization has been playing a very significant role in cloud computing which 

results in its extensive usage. Maximum utilization of resources is carried out by sharing them with virtual 

machine. The technique of virtualization induces an overhead in the performance of guest operating system 

by consuming storage, memory and wasting CPU resources [1]. In virtualization, hypervisor is used to 

emulate hardware for operating system to run on it. Virtualized environment has separate kernels for host 

operating system and guest operating system. The hypervisor is an abstract layer between guest operating 

system and native hardware. Having hypervisor between guest operating system and host hardware adds 

overhead to the performance of virtual machine and ultimately slows the working of virtual machine due to 

emulated hardware. Figure 1 shows the architecture of hypervisor and Linux containers. It shows us the 
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layers involved in implementing virtualization. This limitation of virtual machine has led to the development 

of Linux containers. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Hypervisor vs. Linux containers 

 

 

Linux containers are lightly weighted as they consume less amount of space and have shorter 

deployment time [2]. They are easily manageable and help in maximizing utilization of computing 

resources. Though Linux containers use the host operating system kernel, there is isolation between them by 

using various encapsulating techniques. In Linux containers, interoperability and portability have made 

them prevalent in today’s competitive market. Recently, Microsoft has also started building Windows 

containers and have extended their support in integrating them with Windows system. 

In the cloud, management of the resources is very vital in efficiently running services or 

applications [3]. Underutilization of resources will not benefit consumer nor the cloud provider.  

To improve utilization of resources, need of managing the resources by using scheduling techniques is 

beneficial [4], [5]. Features of Linux containers have led to the integration of Linux containers in the cloud 

that simplifies the management of applications. Projects are being undertaken to achieve maximum 

integration of containers in the cloud. The scheduling techniques for containers in the cloud will help in 

proper utilization of resources thus benefiting the cloud provider and consumer [6]. There is a considerable 

number of projects working in containers and cloud, but we will review a few popular ones amongst them. 

Red Hat’s OpenShift, Amazon Web Services has its Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS), 

Microsoft Azure uses Fabric, Google Cloud Platform (GCP) utilizes Google Container Engine (GCE), and 

OpenStack has Magnum, Nova Docker Hypervisor, Kolla, Zun, Kata for managing containers in the cloud. 

OpenStack, an open source cloud software, is widely adopted by cloud providers due to its 

features and has proven an excellent platform for integrating Linux containers. System containers get 

managed easily in OpenStack since it provides Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Open source projects are 

independently integrated into OpenStack to provide cloud infrastructure. These individual projects get 

deployed autonomously for fulfilling assigned workload, such as cinder is implemented to provide storage, 

Neutron for networking. Similarly, OpenStack has integrated open source projects for building and 

utilizing maximum benefits of Linux Containers. OpenStack Magnum project offers an Application 

Programming Interface (API) for interacting with Container Orchestration Engines (COEs) [7]. OpenStack 

Zun is used for managing container images by utilizing resources provided by OpenStack. OpenStack 

Kolla is a platform for deploying production ready containers. Recently, OpenStack Kata project has been 

announced to combine benefits of virtual machine and containers. 

 

 

2. CONTAINER 

Containers are a lightweight alternative to virtualization. They are portable and consume less 

memory which can account for MB’s as compared to virtual machines where they consume memory in 

GB’s [8]. They are used to store entire application having all of its dependencies, libraries and 

configuration files required for running them. Containers are isolated from each other by using various 

packaging techniques [9]. Features of containers ensure interoperability and portability of applications [9]. 
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” Containerization is nothing but the process of abstracting all the differences in operating system 

distributions and their underlying infrastructure by encapsulating discrete components of application logic, 

including the application platform and its dependencies, with the help of lightweight containers [10].” 

Types of containerization: 

1) Operating system containerization: Operating system containerization provides user-space isolation and 

utilizes the kernel of the host operating system. They are similar to virtual machine but not precisely 

virtual machine. For creating operating system containers, we can use techniques such as OpenVZ, 

LXC, Linux VServer, Solaris and many more. 

2) Application containerization: Operating system containers run multiple processes and services whereas 

application containers are specific to an application. Rocket, Docker are examples that provide 

application containers.  

Advantages of containerization: 

1) Containers are lightweight as they occupy lesser storage space than virtual machine. 

2) Increased CPU usage over virtual machine. 

3) Containers are highly portable. 

4) Due to the reduced size of containers, many number of containers can be running on a single host. 

5) CRUD operations can be performed smoothly on them. 

Drawbacks of containerization: 

1) Complete isolation between containers is not possible. 

2) They are vulnerable with aspect to security. 

3) Containers are not the whole replacement to virtual machine as they use host operating system kernel. 

4) Features of containers are:  

5) Replication: Identical images of containers can be incorporated containing a complete application.  

6) Testing and isolation: Container images are isolated and packaged to carry their dependencies, libraries, 

binaries which are required to run their service or process. Isolation ensures proper running and 

abstraction of containers in any environment making it suitable for testing accurately. 

7) Scalability: Creation and termination of containers are carried out by building multiple containers. The 

orchestration tools used for scaling containers are Docker Swarm, Apache Mesos, Kubernetes. 

8) Performance: Containers are lightweight and do not have any overhead layer when deployed on host 

operating system. This contributes to maximum performance as compared to virtual machine. 

9) High Availability: High Availability of many containers is possible in clusters because they require less 

storage and memory and has faster deployment rate. 

 

2.1.   Linux Container (LXC) 

Linux Containers are developed using C, Python, Shell, and Lua language that aim for offering 

environment similar to a complete virtual machine. It is free software licensed under GNU LGPLv2.1+ 

license [11]. It implements system-level virtualization using cgroups [12], namespaces and access control 

thus isolating containers from each other [13]. Performance of containers is increased by reducing the 

overhead of using multiple kernels and emulated hardware. Projects developed by linuxcontainers.org are 

LXC, LXD, and LXCFS. 

a) LXD: Founded by Canonical Ltd. has contributors from all over the globe. LXD acts as a manager for 

system containers. LXD is deployed on top of LXC for improving the user experience [14]. 

b) LXCFS: The code of LXCFS is written in C language. Developed to overcome the disadvantages of 

Linux kernel while handling file system for containers [15]. 

c) LXC: It provides an interface to the user for containing features of Linux kernel. Uses API and tools for 

managing application or system containers [11]. 

For containing process, LXC uses following features of Linux kernel [16]: 

a) Kernel namespaces 

b) SELinux profiles 

c) Seccomp policies 

d) Chroots 

e) Kernel capabilities 

f) Control groups (cgroups) 

 

2.2.   Docker 

Docker is developed in Go programming language [17] and uses features of Linux kernel. Docker is 

a container based platform designed to ease creation and running of an application. It is open source 

platform for building, shipping, and running distributed system. Docker system consists of Docker Engine, 

portable and lightweight; a runtime of packaging tool; and Docker Hub. Applications can be quickly 
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combined and ease the tasks of development, and quality assurance in a production environment.  

For isolation, it uses various isolation groups of Linux such as namespace, cgroups, and UFS.  

Each container runs within that namespace and does not have any access outside it. 

Control groups (cgroups) provide control over resources. Cgroups allows Docker for sharing 

available resources for giving efficient multi-tenant environment on the host. Cgroups can have reservation 

or limitation to resources for a container. 

UFS (Union File System), or UnionFS [18] is a file system used for making Docker lightweight 

and faster by creating layers. Docker uses UnionFS variants such AUFS [16] Device Mapper. 

Container format combines all these components and packages it. By default, the format for 

container wrapping is libcontainer. Docker containers can run on all popular Linux distros due to its open 

standards. Docker containers can run on virtual machine, native hardware, cloud infrastructure provided by 

Google, Microsoft, Amazon Web Service and other cloud providers. Each Docker container will have its root 

file system, processes, memory, networks, namespace, to have strong isolation. 

Benefits of using Docker containers: 

a) Adding or removing of containers ensures the scaling of services. 

b) They are built very easily and quickly and their deployment time is also very less. 

c) The efficiency of Docker containers in regards to resource utilization is very high due to limitation and 

other resource management strategies. 

d) The density of Docker container can increase to handle more workloads. 

 

2.3.   Rkt 

Rkt (spelled as “rocket”) developed by CoreOS, Inc. [20] in December 2014 is open source 

container engine designed for managing application containers. The work of rkt is by default licensed under 

Apache 2.0 license unless specified [21]. 

Features of rkt’s are: 

a) Pod-native 

b) Security 

c) Composability 

d) Open standards and compatibility 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Performance comparison between baremetal, virtual machine & containers 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between baremetal, KVM, Docker, LXC, and Rkt where the values 

were obtained by M. Ali Babar and Ben Ramsey [22] on performing benchmarks for knowing the 

performance of native machine, Linux containers, and virtual machine (KVM). The results show that lesser 

the time better is the CPU performance while doing benchmarking for CPU. The memory bench for copy is 

showing the mean memory bandwidth in MB/s. Here, higher the bandwidth higher the copy rate. Input-

Output (IO) benchmark performed for write operation calculated in MB/s shows higher the write rate, 

higher the performance. Data is sent from container to host and calculated in GB/s. In respect to KVM,  

the container is deployed on top of KVM, and then data is sent to host. Higher the rate of transfer more 

efficient is the network performance. According to the results shown in above Figure 2, one can say that 
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there is no competitor for baremetal but in some cases, containers give equal performance. Discussion on 

containers and virtual machine show that LXC is better than rkt, Docker, and KVM respectively in CPU 

performance. While Docker is better than rkt, LXC and KVM regarding memory Bandwidth, similarly for 

IO write operation LXC is better than rkt while others have same performance obtained with memory 

bandwidth. Network performance is given better by rkt than LXC, Docker, and KVM respectively. One can 

see performance variation in containers, but overall they perform better than virtual machine. 

Performance for startup time and file copy performance shows that native is much better than 

Docker, while Docker performs very well than KVM [23]. 

Table 1 shows the performance comparison between native, KVM, and Docker environments 

obtained by Wes Felter et al. [24] show that native is always a better option for virtual machine (KVM), and 

in some cases, Docker performs equal to native. While calculating network latency, one can see that KVM 

performs better than Docker although not better than native. The results show performance benchmarks 

given on CPU performance, memory bandwidth, RAM, network latency, block I/O, and network bandwidth. 

The reason behind the decline in performance of the virtual machine is the existence of additional 

layers, whereas Docker has fewer layers and directly interacts with the kernel of the host machine.  

There are differences seen between different container formats due to their architecture and the purpose of 

their development. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of native, virtualization and Docker container 

 

 

3. CONTAINER ORCHESTRATION ENGINE 

Containers are deployed very densely, where it becomes extensively tricky for managing such 

enormous number of containers. Orchestration techniques are used to achieve automation for handling 

containers. Container runtime API can perform all the operations on a container, but it is limited to a single 

container. Actual problem arises when multiple containers are running on various hosts. To have the 

efficient management of container and to overcome above obstacles we use orchestration tools. 

Complex and multiple container applications deployed in a cluster are carried out by expanding 

capabilities of Container Orchestration Engine [13]. All management tasks performed on containers from its 

development, deployment, and scheduling till its termination is automated using container orchestration 

tools. OpenStack supports only Docker Swarm, Apache Mesos, and Kubernetes as far its current version 

Pike is concerned. Magnum, one of open source project from OpenStack provides these orchestration tools. 

For achieving automation and managing containers different tools are available: 

1) Linux Containers (LXC): LXC is the umbrella project behind LXC, LXD, and LXCFS. 

2) Apache Aurora: Intelligently reschedules failed containers over other running machines. 

3) Docker Engine: An application is shared and run across various Linux systems thus providing a platform 

for administrators and developers. 

4) Kontena: They have been built to be deployed and run on any infrastructure. Applications are developed 

using Kontena Service. 

5) Weaveworks: Contains tools for managing and implementing microservices in clustering. 

6) Wercker: Autonomously uses pipelining concept ’automated workflow’ for deploying multi-tiered cloud 

native applications. 

7) rkt: Containers managed by using Command Line Interface (CLI). 

 Native KVM Docker 

CPU 

(PXZ) 

compressing 1GB of Wikipedia data 

76.2 

(±0.93) 

59.2 

(±1.88) 

lesser 22% 

73.5 

(±0.64) 

Lesser 4% 

Memory Bandwidth (Stream) Copy 

(GB/s) 

41.3 

(±0.06) 

40.1 

(±0.21) 

lesser 3% 

41.2 

(±0.08) 

Lesser 0% 

RAM 

(Random Access) GUPS 

0.0126 

(±0.00029) 

0.0125 

(±0.00032) 

lesser 1% 

0.0124 

(±0.00044) 

Lesser 2% 

Network Latency (Netperf) less than 40µs less than 70µs more than 70µs 

Block I/O(fio) (IOPSInput/ output 

operations 

Read IO is near to 80000 IOPS 

write is above 100000 IOPS 

Read IO is near to 40000 

IOPS 

write is below 60000 IOPS 

Similar to Native Similar to 

Native 

Network Bandwidth (nuttcp) 

Transmit aound 2 cycles/byte 

Receive above 2 less than 2.5 

cycles/byte 

Transmit between 2-2.5 

cycles/byte 

Receive above 3 cycles/byte 

Above 2.5 cycle/byte 

Receive between 

2.5 to 3 

cycles/byte 
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3.1.  Docker Swarm 

Docker Swarm is an open source cluster and orchestration management tool [25]. Docker provides a 

standard API for communicating with containers. Swarm uses” swap, plug and play” for Docker containers. 

Swap ensures that Docker containers are highly portable even when running. Docker Swarm architecture 

consists of master nodes and worker nodes. The configuration of Swarm cluster can be declaratively done 

using YAML files [26]. 

Keywords used in Docker Swarm: 

a) Node: Distributed across on-premises or public cloud. An instance of a Swarm. 

b) Swarm: Orchestrating services in a cluster is automated. 

c) Manager node: The user sends distributed service definition to worker nodes. They can themselves act as 

worker node. 

d) Worker Node: Receives and runs tasks assigned by the master node. 

e) Service: Service is intended for specifying container and replicas. 

f) Task: Is an atomic unit of a service assigned to worker node. 

Features of Docker Swarm: 

a) Inbuilt clustering using Docker Engine. 

b) Decentralized design. 

c) Declarative Service Model. 

d) Scaling. 

e) Multi-tenant discovery of service, fault tolerance. 

f) Rolling updates. 

 

3.2.  Kubernetes (abbreviated as K8s) 

” Kubernetes is an open source tool for deployment and management using automation for the 

containerized application [27].” Kubernetes was developed by Google for internal cluster management was 

previously known as Borg (a.k.a. Omega) [28]. It was in June 2014 that Google announced its open source 

cluster management tool called Kubernetes in Google Developer Forum [29]. Later Google donated it to 

Cloud Native Computing Foundation. It provides a uniform API for managing containers in the cluster of 

native and virtual machine. 

Kubernetes uses its keywords and also adds new concepts. Components of Kubernetes are: 

a) Node: Native or VM, running on top where containers are scheduled. 

b) Pods: They are set of containers combined logically. 

c) Services: Services are provided using IP address and network protocol. 

d) Replication Controller: Used for efficient management of the clustered environment. 

e) API server: Kubernetes master node uses API as management hub. 

f) Controller Manager: The desired state is matched with current state on scaling workloads in a cluster. 

g) Scheduler: It assigns workload to an appropriate node. 

h) Kubelet: Manages pods that are running on the host, by receiving configuration from API server. 

i) Labels: Key-value pairs used for searching and updating containers. 

 

3.3.  Apache Mesos 

Apache Mesos is also called as the kernel of distributed systems, as it is more open than Docker and 

Kubernetes and has fine granularity. In Mesos, resource management and task scheduling is implemented 

individually. Apache Mesos provides an abstraction for computing resources in large clusters. This shared 

pool is created by combining CPU, memory, and storage. These shared pools are then allocated as per fine-

grained resource requirements. Apache Mesos is fault-tolerant and scalable for massively scaling applications 

or services [30]. 

Mesos provides distributed systems using: 

a) Apache Aurora: It is service scheduler for long-running containers and has the capability of scaling them 

highly. Additional features of Aurora are rolling updates, a quota for resources and service registration. 

b) Chronos: It is fault-tolerant scheduler used for replacing cron jobs to orchestrate containers. 

c) Marathon: It is service scheduler built on top of Mesos and Chronos. 

 

3.4.  Microsoft Azure Service Fabric 

It is a platform for distributed systems used for encapsulating, developing and deploying 

containers. The deployed services are scalable, highly manageable and reliable for the production-ready 

environment. 
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Capabilities of Service Fabric are: 

1) Provisioning. 

2) Deploying. 

3) Monitoring. 

4) Upgrading. 

5) Deletion. 

Services provided by Microsoft’s Service Fabric are [31]: 

1) Azure SQL Database. 

2) Azure Cosmo DB. 

3) Cortana. 

4) Microsoft Power BI. 

5) Microsoft Intune. 

6) Azure Events Hub. 

7) Azure IoT Hub. 

8) Dynamic 365. 

9) Skype for Business. 

10) Moreover, many more. 

Services can be built using Service Fabric Programming models [32], ASP .NET core [33]. It has 

the capability of building stateless or stateful services. Microservices can orchestrate and automate in 

Service Fabric [34]. 

Windows container types: 

1) Windows Server Containers [35]: It utilizes kernel of the host to achieve isolation by abstracting 

process and namespace. Limitation of Window server container is the requirement for the same 

version of kernel and configuration due to the utilization of host kernel. 

2) Hyper-V Isolation [35]: Microservices run in a virtual machine which is highly optimized. They do not 

share a kernel of Host and thus are independent of kernel version and configuration. 

 

3.5.  Google Container Engine - Kubernetes 

Google Container Engine runs Kubernetes 1.8, supporting high availability, multi-master cluster 

which improves Service Level Objectives to 99.99% [36]. 

Kubernetes Engine runs on it’s open source project called as Kubernetes which was previously 

Google’s internal cluster management platform, then called” Borg” [37]. 

From Gmail to YouTube to Search, everything at Google runs in containers [37]. Google creates 

over 2 billion containers each week. 

Features of Google Container Engine are: 

1) Hardware Acceleration. 

2) Node Auto repair. 

3) Autoscaling clusters. 

4) Metering and scaling. 

5) Extensibility. 

6) Node Auto upgrade. 

7) Security and reliability. 

8) Container Native Networking (Exclusive with Google Cloud Platform (GCP)). 

9) Monitoring. 

Benefits of using Kubernetes Engine: 

1) Identity and access management. 

2) Opensource portability. 

3) Auto upgrade. 

4) Security. 

5) Hybrid Networking. 

6) Autoscaling. 

7) Auto repair. 

8) Resource limits. 

9) Private container registry. 

10) Docker image support. 

11) Straight full application support. 

12) Monitoring and logging. 

13) Fully managed. 

14) Operating system built for containers. 
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3.6.  Amazon ECS (Amazon Web Services Elastic Container Service) 

Amazon Web Services has its propriety container management service called as Amazon Elastic 

Container Service (Amazon ECS) [38]. To interact with its container ecosystem, it provides native API for 

containers. It has capabilities of managing cluster environment to make Amazon ECS faster, scalable to 

operate Docker containers. For accessing Amazon ECS, there is no need for installing any software. 

The following methods can be used to access Amazon EC: 

1) AWS Management Console: A web-based interface for managing Amazon ECS. 

2) AWS Command Line Tool (CLI): a faster and convenient tool than using management console. 

3) Amazon ECS CLI: this interface comes under command line tool, used for entirely controlling Amazon 

ECS. 

4) AWS SDK: Used for accessing Amazon ECS through various programming languages. 

Features of Amazon ECS are: 

a) AWS Fargate Support. 

b) Docker Support. 

c) Compatible with Windows Container. 

d) Local development native support. 

e) Cluster control. 

a. Scheduling. 

b. Task placement policy. 

f) Network and security. 

g) Load balancing. 

h) Monitoring and logging. 

The types of Container image supported: 

a) Docker. 

b) Kubernetes. 

c) CoreOS. 

 

 

4. CLOUD AND OPEN STACK 

Virtualization techniques are used in the cloud to achieve maximum utilization of resources and 

scaling of shared resources. There are various versions for the definition of cloud computing given by 

different institution and organization. In cloud computing, resources are available to use over a network with 

minimal efforts in managing them. 

Cloud provides following services based on its usage: 

1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 

2) Platform as a Service (PaaS). 

3) Software as a Service (SaaS). 

Table 2 gives a list of cloud providers along with their container service name where few of them 

provide more than one container service. 

 

 

Table 2. Cloud Providers Along with Their Container Services 
Cloud Provider Container Service 

Alibaba Cloud Alibaba Cloud Container Service 

Amazon Web Services - Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS) [38] 

- Amazon Fargate 

Cloud Foundry Warden and Garden [39] 

Dell technologies REX-Ray-A Storage Orchestrator 

Google Cloud Platform Google Kubernetes Engine 

IBM Cloud IBM Cloud Container Service 

Microsoft Azure Microsoft Azure Fabric Service 

Red Hat OpenShift Red Hat OpenShift 

Container Platform 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

Container Service Classic 

Rackspace Carina [40] 

OpenStack - Magnum 

- Zun 

- Nova Docker Hyperviser 

- Kolla 

- Kata 
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4.1.   OpenStack 

OpenStack is free and open source cloud operating system that provides Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) by virtualizing computational resources. OpenStack started as a project of Rackspace Hosting and 

NASA jointly in 2010. OpenStack is now managed by OpenStack foundation and supported by more than 

500 companies since September 2012. Many of the leading software industries have extended their support 

in developing OpenStack. 

OpenStack combines other open source projects (or tools) for providing cloud infrastructure.  

For providing core cloud computing resources, it uses six open source tools for computing, storage, 

networking, image storing, identification, orchestration. The services providing the tools are called Nova, 

Swift, Cinder, Neutron, Glance, Keystone, and Heat respectively. OpenStack uses Application Programming 

Interface (API) for interacting with resources. In 2014, the OpenStack community decided to support 

containers in OpenStack. OpenStack is capable of handling system containers like LXC (Linux Containers) 

and Virtuozzo. From Liberty release of OpenStack orchestration tools like Docker Swarm, Kubernetes and 

Apache Mesos are also included. OpenStack Containers Team formed in May 2014 is working towards the 

creation of new tools for handling container technology. Their aim and objective is to give user-friendly 

experience for managing and creating containers in OpenStack. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Comparison between baremetal, OpenStack, and Docker container 

 

 

Figure 3 Jyoti Shetty et al. [41] provides the performance results obtained using Benchmarks on 

CPU, memory, data read/write and Apache benchmark. The results show that baremetal is a better option 

than Docker and OpenStack, but Docker outperforms baremetal in Apache benchmark. The reason behind 

the decline in performance of OpenStack is the presence of additional layers. Docker shows better results 

for Apache benchmark against baremetal. Docker outperforming baremetal is due to the lower complexity 

of Docker for providing the services. The results show that Docker is a better option than OpenStack, but it 

lacks capabilities of cloud computing. OpenStack carries characteristics of cloud that are not provided by 

Docker. By results, one can understand that there is enormous scope for improving the performance of 

OpenStack by integrating containers with them. 

Projects for integrating containers in OpenStack: 

 

4.1.1.  OpenStack Kolla 

It provides containers that are production ready along with the deployment tools required for  

managing team. 

Sub-projects available for Kolla installation are: 

1) Kolla-Ansible. 

2) Kolla Kubernetes. 

Kolla provides Docker containers and Ansible playbooks to deploy in OpenStack on a baremetal or 

virtual machine, and kubernetes templates to deploy kubernetes in OpenStack and meet Kolla’s mission. 
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4.1.2.  OpenStack Magnum 

Magnum uses OpenStack API for providing container orchestration engines like Swarm, kubernetes 

and Apache Mesos [42]. It uses Heat service of OpenStack for orchestrating operating system Image of 

Docker and kubernetes to run in virtual machine or bare metal in cluster. Magnum provides the same level of 

abstraction similar to Nova running a virtual machine. Python magnum client uses two binaries, REST API 

server, and python conductor to run the process. 

Python magnum client is horizontally scalable. Magnum uses Heat for orchestrating Docker and 

COE for automating cluster configuration. 

The features of OpenStack Magnum are: 

1) Cluster isolation-multitenancy in cluster. 

2) Availability of Apache Mesos, Docker Swarm, k8s. 

3) Keystone integration-choice of using VM or native. 

4) Neutron integration. 

5) Cinder integration. 

6) The containers in cluster give less icon management using standard API. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The architecture of Nova Docker hypervisor [43] 

 

 

4.1.3.   OpenStack Nova Docker hypervisor 

After the launch of Havana, OpenStack has introduced a Docker driver which is hyper- visor driver in 

OpenStack Nova compute called OpenStack Nova Docker hypervisor [41]. Docker internal API interacts 

with the Nova’s HTTP client using Unix socket. Figure 4 shows Docker is managed and controlled using 

HTTP API. All the Docker images get stored in image service of OpenStack called Glance. The containers 

run using the Docker virt driver in Nova by using virt API. 

 

4.1.4.   OpenStack Zun 

Managing containers in OpenStack is done using Zun (ex. Higgins). It provides OpenStack API for 

deploying and managing containers using various container technologies. It provides the API for managing 

and controlling different containers in OpenStack [44]. 

Components of Zun: 

1) Zun API: Deploying containers. 

2) Zun Compute: Deploying and managing containers. 

3) Keystone: Identity management. 

4) Neutron: Networking. 

5) Glance: Storing containers images. 

6) Docker network plugin. 

 

4.1.5.  OpenStack Kata 

It is an open source project which aims for combining security advantages of virtual machines with 

the speed and manageability of containers. This project will ensure that lightweight virtual machines will be 

built using features of VMs and containers. Features such as workload isolation and security from virtual 

machine and performance like containers are proposed to integrate into Kata. OpenStack Kata design makes 

it compatible with Open Container Initiative (OCI), and Container Runtime Interface(CRI) for kubernetes. 
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For initiating the project, Intel is giving their Intel Clear Container Technology and Hyper is giving 

runV technology. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we discussed a lightweight alternative to a virtual machine called containers,  

popular among developers and administrators. Container-based virtualization is very efficient regarding 

performance and resource utilization (storage space and computational power). 

We discussed types of containerization, and its advantages and also presented performance among 

them. When carrying out performance comparison between some of the container environments, the results 

show that native is always better than KVM, while Docker performs equal to native in some cases. 

Concerning network latency, KVM performs better than Docker, but not better than native as seen in  

Table 1. 

For managing Linux containers, we use management tools called Container Orchestration Engine. 

Container Orchestration Engine helps in the smooth management of containers when dealing with a vast 

number of containers. COEs are chosen based on the application, features, and benefits provided by them.  

For example, our requirement is to deploy containers in a production environment, then we decide COE 

which is stable, offers enterprise-level support and minimal cost of usage. In a production environment, it is 

preferred to use proprietary COE due to the extent of support provided by them. Whereas, for the 

development environment, we prefer open source COE with continuous development. 

The future work identified includes working on the scheduling of containers in the OpenStack 

cloud to achieve maximum possible computational performance. The performance of containers needs to be 

improved as seen from Figure 3 so that it outperforms baremetal machine as seen in Apache benchmark. 

This can be achieved by using dynamic resource provisioning to applications using containers [45]. 
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